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ABSTRACT OF THE DESCLOSURE 

A method for fabricating three-dimensionally expanded 
metal products having a central hub lying in one plane, a 
peripheral ?ange lying in a remote generally parallel 
plane, and a Webbed framework coupling the hub to the 
?ange and lying between the two planes, predominantly 
normal thereto, and surrounding the hub and ?ange. The 
webbed framework comprises a plurality of web portions 
each having a radial and a circumferential component. 
The radial components of adjacent web portions are cir 
cumferentially offset so as to be out of contact with one 
another. The web portions are selectively spaced by a 
plurality of perforations which, during fabrication of the 
product from a planar blank to a three-dimensional form, 
radially expand into the normal plane between the hub 
and ?ange. Fabrication is accomplished without drawing 
or stretching of the metal by the application of force 
normal to the plane of the perforated blank while im 
mobilizing the peripheral ?ange to thereby induce expan 
sion of the webbed framework by effective radial spread- " 
ing of the perforations. 

This invention relates to expanded sheet metal prod 
ucts of a type having a signi?cantly three-dimensional 
form and, more particularly, relates to a method for 
fabricating expanded sheet metal loudspeaker baskets 
from blanks having the same exterior planar dimensions 
as the ?nished product and the method for their fabrica 
tion. 
The present invention is concerned with improvements 

in two heretofore separated areas of sheet metal work 
ing-that of expanded sheet metal and that of sheet metal 
loudspeaker baskets. 

Until the advent of this invention, the art of making 
loudspeaker baskets primarily employed the well-known 
processes of stamping, bending or breaking, and drawing 
a relatively large sheet metal blank into the desired gen 
erally frustum or frusto-conical shaped so-called “basket” 
used for protectively containing and supporting the fragile 
paper loudspeaker cone. The reference to a “relatively 
large” sheet metal blank connotes the fact that the surface 
area of the blank had to be signi?cantly greater than the 
largest dimension of the speaker basket (the major base 
of the frustum), so that there was suf?cient metal to 
form the tapered side walls of the basket. As well-known, 
the process of drawing metal causes a relocative deform 
ing of the metal around a die with stretching of the metal. 
Thus, as the interior or cup of the speaker basket is be 
ing formed, the exterior diameter of the blank is being 
proportionally reduced because in effect, metal is being 
pulled into a dish shape by the dies. An overly simple 
analogy of this size factor can easily be demonstrated by 
forming an open-mouthed box having a base 12" x 12" 
and a depth of 12". Such box will require a blank 36" x 
36", obviously much greater than the 12" x 12" opening 
of the box. 

According to the present invention, the initial blank 
and the ?nished product have the same peripheral size. 
‘Thus, if the product is a speaker basket having at its 
major base a mounting ?ange of 12" diameter, the blank 
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need be only of the same 12" diameter—an overwhelm 
ing saving of material in comparison to the prior art. 

Until the advent of this invention, the technique of 
expanded sheet metal working was limited primarily to 
a monoplanar ?eld. That is to say, a planar metal blank 
was extensively perforated in a repeated pattern and 
forces were applied to opposite ends of the blank, parallel 
to its plane, to pull the ends away from the center. Nor 
mally, the perforating and the pulling were simultaneous 
and caused an open weave or grill appearance to the ?nal 
planar metal product. Since the pulling caused spreading 
in the areas of the perforation such that the perfora 
tions effectively increased in size, the entire planar blank 
also was rendered larger, but only in the planar direction 
of the applied force. 
Upon completion of this planar grill, there could be 

further fabrication by breaking to form rectangular con 
duits, bending to form cylindrical conduits, etc. It is also 
known to radially expand a piece of tubular metal by 
slitting it longitudinally. _ 

According to the present invention, the perforations 
as well as the placement of the perforations are of a 
nature which permits the perforated planar blank to be 
subject to force normal to the plane of the blank and 
thereby enables formation of the metal such that a signi? 
cantly three-dimensionally formed product results, such 
as a loudspeaker basket. 

Thus, a primary object of this invention is to provide a 
method for the fabrication of expanded sheet metal prod 
ucts having a three-dimensional form. 
A further object of this invention is to teach a cold 

working process for forming a planar sheet metal blank 
into a three-dimensional product, the blank being selec 
tively perforated for de?ning radial and circumferential 
web components, and the blank being stressed normal to 
its plane to effectively expand it into the three-dimensional 
form with a minimum deformation to the webs. 

According to a preferred form of this invention, in 
which a basket is formed for a loudspeaker, a circular 
or oval sheet metal blank is perforated by a plurality of 
circumferential slots to de?ne several circumferentially 
arranged tiers of T-shaped webs. The circumferential 
cross-bars of the webs in any one tier are of substantially 
the same size, their stems are radial and abut the ends 
of the crossbars of two webs in the next adjacent tier, and 
the crossbars are progressively longer in the tier more 
remote from the center of the basket blank. The forming 
of the basket from the planar perforated blank is ac 
complished by clamping the peripheral edge or ?ange of 
the blank, to prevent its movement and deformation, and 
applying uniform force to the central portion of the blank, 
normal to the plane of the blank, as by a frustum-shaped 
die. The applied force causes the perforations surround 
ing the webs to open generally parallel to the movement 
of the die and in this maner to enable the expansion of 
the blank into the desired basket form Without straining 
the stems of the web and only causing the crossbars to 
be bowed so that the webs take on a generally Y-shaped 
form. 
As it will be discussed hereinafter, other forms of 

perforations and modi?ed web shapes are usable to ob 
tain baskets as well as additional products of circular, 
oval and other shapes. 

Other objects and advantages of this invention will 
become more apparent from the following description 
of preferred and additional embodiments taken in con 
junction with the acconipaying drawings in which: 

FIG. 1 is a top plan view of a blank for a circular 
loudspeaker basket, in which the perforations are in the 
form of circumferential slots; 

FIG. 1A is a magni?ed fragmentary portion of the 
blank shown in FIG. 1; 
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FIG. 2 is a plan view looking into the basket fabricated 
from the blank shown in FIG. 1; 

FIG. 3 is a perspective view of the basket shown in 
FIG. 2; 
FIG. 3A is a magni?ed fragmentary portion of the 

basket shown in FIG. 3; 
FIG. 4 is a top plan view of a modi?ed blank for a 

circular loudspeaker basket, in which the perforations 
are in the form of circumferential slits; 
FIG. 5 is a perspective view of a basket fabricated 

from the blank shown in FIG. 4; 
FIG. 6 is a top plan view of another blank for a cir 

cular basket in which the perforations are in the form of 
crescents, each of which spirals from the periphery of the 
blank toward its center; 

FIG. 7 is a perspective view of a basket fabricated 
from the blank shown in FIG. 6; 

FIGS. 8, 9 and 10 are successive top plan views of a 
blank usable in the fabrication of an oval loudspeaker 
basket, each ?gure showing the progressive perforating of 
the blank; and 
FIG. 11 is a plan view on an enlarged scale looking 

into the basket fabricated from the blank shown in FIGS. 
8-10. 

Referring ?rst to FIG. 1, there is shown a planar, 
circular sheet metal blank 15 in the ?nal stage of fabrica 
tion, prior to its expansion into a basket shape. The blank 
has a periphery 17 adjacent to which is a circumferential 
band 19. In the ?nal form as a loudspeaker basket, as 
shown in FIG. 2, the band 19 becomes the mounting 
?ange and apertures 21 are provided to become the fas 
tener mounting holes for securing the loudspeaker to a 
chassis, cabinet, or the like. Radially inward of the band 
19 are a, plurality of circumferential rings of perforations 
23, 25, 27 and 29. Each ring is circumferentially offset 
or rotated with respect to the next, so that a staggered 
relationship exists between perforations in adjacent rings. 

Radially inward of the ring 29 is a hub or base portion 
31, having a central port 33. In its completely assembled 
form the hub 31 is secured to the speaker pot such that 
the voice coil magnet is aligned with the port 33. For 
purposes of this disclosure, the speaker components and 
their relation to the embodied baskets are of no con 
sequence. In fact, other than setting forth preferred em 
bodiments of a speci?c product, there is no intent to limit 
this invention to any product line, since those skilled 
in the art of sheet metal Working will readily appreciate 
that a multitude of products can be developed by use of 
the novel process herein presented. 

Looking more closely at the rings of perforations, it 
wil be seen that the perforations are slots and all of the 
perforations in any one particular ring, such as the ring 
23, have the same circumferential length and radial 
width; however, the lengths of the perforations decrease 
approaching the hub 31. Also, each perforation in a ring 
is circumferentially spaced from the next by the same 
amount to de?ne therebetween a portion of webbing 35 
which forms the radial component of the framework of 
the basket. Each two rings of perforations de?ne radially 
therebetween annular metal tiers or bands 37, 39 and 41, 
discrete portions of which form the generally circum 
ferential components of the framework of the completed 
basket. The speci?c reasons for these interrelationships 
will become apparent as the description of this preferred 
embodiment progresses. 
Looking next at FIG. 1A, which is a greatly magni?ed 

portion of FIG. 1, but in reality approaches true size 
of a basket for a 12" spearker, there is shown portions 
of the rings of perforations and the ?ange 19. Perfora 
tions 43 and 45 of the ring 23 and a perforation 47 in 
the ring 25 de?ne therebetween a T-shaped web portion 
49, having its circumferential crossbar in the annular 
band 37 and its radial stem 35 extending between the 
perforations 43 and 45 toward the ?ange 19. To empha 
size the outline of the web portion 49 and adjacent simi 
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4 
liarly shaped web portions 51, 53, and 55, each is con 
trastingly shaded and bordered by short dashed lines. 

Reduced to its simplest, the web portions 49 through 
55 and their repeated counterparts lying intermediate 
the hub 31 and the flange 19 form a web matrix gener 
ally similar to that of a spider’s web, except for the sig 
ni?cant difference that the radial components of the web 
are not continuously aligned, but are alternately o?’set so 
that the radial portions are remote from one another and 
are intercoupled via the circumferential components. This 
aspect is notably apparent in FIG. 1A, which shows the 
radial stem 35 of Web portion 49 offset from the radial 
stems 35 of Web portions 51 and 53 in the next adjacent 
circumferential annular band; yet, aligned with the radial 
stem 35 of the web portion 55 lying in the next further 
remote annular band. 

FIGS. 2, 3, and 3A illustrate the basket formed from 
the blank of FIGS. 1 and 1A. Of considerable signi?cance 
is the fact that, as illustrated, the periphery 17 of the 
blank and the periphery 17 of the ?nished basket are 
the same size. In like manner, the ?ange 19 remains un 
altered in dimensions during fabrication. Likewise, each 
of the numerous T-shaped web portions 49, 51, etc., are 
unchanged in dimension by the expansion step of the fab 
rication process, even though their crossbars have been 
bent from their prior slightly curved form, concentric 
with the port 33, into somewhat of a V-shape, which 
causes each web portion to resemble a Y. Their radial 
stems 35 remain unaltered in size and shape, as well as 
circumferential and radial orientation. However, the web 
portions 49, 51, etc., are displaced into the plane nor 
mal to that of the blank, i.e., the Z plane of projection. 
In this manner, considering the fabricated basket to be 
in the form of a frustum, the web portions lie parallel 
to the sloping or tapered sides of the basket. If the ?n 
ished product were generally spheroidal between its hub 
31 and ?ange 19, the web portions 49‘, 51, etc., would 
lie along and de?ne the arc of the pro?le of the product, 
or form a plurality of chords de?ning the curved pro?le 
of the product. 

FIGS. 1A and 3A illustrate the same portions of metal, 
before and after expansion, for emphasizing the Web and 
perforation relationships provided by the inventive format 
and fabrication. Speci?cally to be noted is the uniform 
ity in the sizes-width and 1ength—and shapes of the 
web portions and the perforations. Except for the in 
crease in length of the perforations as their rings in 
crease in overall circumference and the corresponding in 
crease in length of the circumferential web portions, all 
dimensions are held constant in the blank and hence in 
the resulting product. This uniformity is not merely for 
sake of appearance or ease of tool and die set up, nor 
primarily because of the circular symmetry. The uniform 
ity has been found to be dictated by the stress and strain 
relationships developed in the three-dimensional, one step 
expansion of the blank to its product shape. For example, 
if the perforation 43 were a slit while the perforation 45 
remained a slot, there could not be su?icient spreading 
of the perforation 43; hence, strain and stretch of the 
left side of the web portion 49 and of the stem of the 
web portion 51 would develop, possibly to the extent of 
fracture of these web portions. Likewi,se non-uniformity 
of web portions would result in uneven distribution of 
the applied force of expansion and result in an imperfect 
and possibly defective product. 
The exact pro?le of the expanded sheet metal product 

depends both upon the shape and location of the web 
portions, thus the perforations in the blank, as well as 
the shape of the die used in the expansion process. In 
the preferred embodiment of FIG. 3, as well as the later 
to be described embodiments of FIGS. 5 and 7, a frus 
to-conical die is employed. In the oval embodiment shown 
in FIG. 11, an oval die is used. Those skilled in the art 
will appreciate that other die con?gurations are applica 
ble to the teachings of the invention and that correspond 
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ing minor modi?cations of the web portions may be re 
quired, while at the same time retaining the basic criteria 
of each web portion; that is to say, each web portion is 
to contain a radial component and a circumferential com 
ponent, the radial components of two adjacent tiers of 
web portions are circumferentially offset so as not to 
touch, and the webs are not changed in their dimen 
sions while being translated from the plane of the blank 
into the plane normal thereto. 
The conversion of the blank 15 of FIG. 1 into the bas 

ket 15 of FIGS. 2 and 3 is accomplished by the two-step 
operation of ?rst immobilizing the band 19 so that it 
cannot move or be stretched in any direction or plane, 
and secondly, applying a stressing force, normal to the 
plane of the blank, to the hub 31 and the adjacent web 
portions 49, 51, etc., so that the slotted perforations 43, 
45, etc., are urged to open radially, and thus have a sig 
ni?cant component in the Z plane, and the circumferen 
tial crossbars of the web portions are bent to also pro 
vide a radial component lying partly in the Z plane. 
The ?rst step can be accomplished simply by the 

circumferential clamping of the band 19 relative to the 
upper face of the female half of the frusto-conical die. 
The second step can be effected by the slow, generally 
uniform movement of the male portion of the frusto 
conical die into the female portion, i.e., normal to the 
plane of the blank 15. The relative rate of motion of 
the die portions and the force applied thereby, as by a 
hydraulic press, is to be limited so that the metal, especi— 
ally that of the web portions, is not drawn or stretched 
and certainly not fractured. All that is to be achieved by 
this fabrication is the expansion of the blank into the 
normal plane by the opening or expanding of the perfora 
tions, 43, 45, etc., from the planar orientation illustrated 
in FIG. 1A, to the three-dimensional form shown in FIG. 
3A and the accompanying changing from exclusively 
circumferential to partially radial of the crossbar sections 
of the web portions 49, 51, etc. Of course, these two steps 
can be accomplished simultaneously. 

Although not speci?cally noted hereinabove, this 
method of fabrication is speci?cally directed to cold 
working procedures. Despite the fact that web portions 
are bent and translated geometrically, there is no de 
formation in the sense of drawing or stretching or plasti 
cizing of the metal. Of course, the numerous metallurgical 
parameters of a particular blank are to be considered in 
optimizing the accomplishments of this process. As long 
as coarse grained metals are avoided, grain direction is of 
little concern. 
The ?rst introduction of the blank 15 of FIG. I noted 

that the blank was in ?nal form. This was'to emphasize 
two related and signi?cant aspects of this invention. Of 
considerable importance is the fact that the perforating 
is completed prior to the application of any forming 
stress or force to the planar blank 15. Not only does the 
separation of these two steps, in combination with the 
already discussed unique relationships of the web portions, 
produce an unstretched, unstrained symmetric product, 
but it greatly simpli?es the fabrication and fabricating 
equipment, which heretofore was forced to intermix or 
simultaneously apply both the perforating and expanding 
steps to arrive at a desired result. Additionally, expanding 
only after perforating eliminates either accidental or 
inherent drawing of the metal; a feature undesired in this 
invention, since it could cause the peripheral dimensions 
of the blank and the product to di?er as well as increase 
waste. 
The second aspect relates to the fact that it has been 

found desirable to perforate the blank with slots in suc 
cessive stages, rather than by a single stamping. The 
progression of the perforating is to be discussed here 
inafter with reference to FIGS. 8, 9 and 10, in which the 
concentric rings of slotted perforations in the oval blank 
therein illustrated are sequentially shown. Since the 
numerous slotted perforations in the blank of FIG. 1 
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6 
have speci?c circumferential and radial relationships for 
de?ning the web portions in each'of the bands 37, 39 
and 41, relatively strict tolerance of the perforating or 
punching members must be maintained. If a single perfo 
rating step were required, the single, unitary die block 
used for perforating would have to contain numerous, 
closely spaced slot cutting faces or punching members; 
hence, there would result considerable strain on the punch 
ing members of/the die block because their close proxim 
ity to one another would cause their supporting portions to 
be of relatively small cross section. Not only would a die 
block required to stamp a complete blank by very ex< 
pensive, ‘but if it had to be frequently replaced due to 
strain produced fractures, its use would prove uneco 
nomic. This adverse condition can be attenuated by the 
use of a few die blocks, each having their punching 
members relatively remote from one another for stamp 
ing adjacent perforations in a few successive steps. Even 
though more die blocks would be required initially, they 
would be simpler and stronger; hence more economic in 
the long run, even in view of the added costs of the extra 
‘few stamping steps. 
An alternate approach to successive punching steps in 

the preparation of a blank having slotted perforations is 
provided by the embodiment illustrated in FIGS. 4 and 5, 
in which a blank 75 is perforated with a plurality of 
concentric rings of slits 77, 79, 81 and 83, which lie be 
tween a hub portion 85 and a peripheral band 87. As in 
the embodiment of FIG. 1, the perforations de?ne a 
plurality of annular bands of webbing 37, 39 and 41, each 
band having a plurality of T-shaped web portions. Also, 
as in the embodiment of FIG. 1, the web portions have 
circumferential and radial sections abutting one another 
so that in adjacent tiers, the web stem portions are offset 
from one another and lie adjacent the mid sections of the 
abutting perforations. The notable change in this FIG. 4 
embodiment is the ?act that the perforations are merely 
slits or cuts in the metal blank and not slots from which 
metal has been removed in the perforating procedure. 
This change in the perforations enables fewer and further 
spaced apart cutting edges in the perforating die and 
thereby reduces the incidence of die fracture. Hence, all 
the slit-like perforations can be made in the blank 75 
in a single perforating step. 
As shown, in FIG. 4, each slit is somewhat longer than 

the corresponding slot of FIG. 1. Such is necessary so 
that a signi?cant amount of radial opening of the slits is 
effected by the application of the Z plane force. Small 
circular punches 89 may be made at the ends of each slit 
to increase the amount of its radial expansion or spreading 
and to decrease a tendency for the metal to rip at those 
points. 
As shown in FIG. 5, the bands of webbing 37, 39 and 

41 are not stretched radially or peripherally, even though 
their circumferential sections now also contain a radial 
component. Again, as previously emphasized with re~ 
spect to the embodiment of FIGS. 1—3, the peripheral 
dimension of the band 87 of the completed product of 
FIG. 5 is the same as that of its blank 75. Also, the same 
two either concurrent or successive steps of forming the 
three-dimensional product are employed-clamping the 
peripheral band and applying force in the plane normal 
to that of the blank. 
A third embodiment of the subject invention is shown 

in FIGS. 6 and 7. Although there may at ?rst appear to 
be a signi?cant departure from the previously described 
embodiments, the generic basis will be recognized from 
the common factors next to be pointed out. In FIG. 6, a 
blank 95 has a peripheral band 97 and a central hub 99 
surrounding a port 101. Radially and circumferentially 
joining the hub 99 to the peripheral band 97 are a plu 
rality of similar web portions 103 to 113. Each web por 
tion has radial and circumferential components which are 
blended into a spiral for-m. Nevertheless, these components 
are distinctive in that the radial component is dominant 
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close to the hub 99 and the circumferential predominates 
adjacent the band 97. In lieu of the T-shaped web por 
tions of the bands in FIGS. 1 and 4, the web portions 
103-113 have been modi?ed by the removal of one-half 
of the crossbar so that they generally‘resemble an inverted 
L. Quite obviously, the radial component of each web 
portion is circumferentially offset from that of the adja 
cent web portions. 

Crescent shaped perforations 115-125 are employed in 
de?ning the web portions 103-113. As in the FIG. 4 em 
bodiment, it is helpful if circular punches or perforations, 
are placed at the ends of each crescent perforation to en 
hance the extent of its opening and to retard a tendency 
for the metal to rip at those points. Circular perforations 
127 and 129 in the ends of the crescent perforation 119 
are for this purpose. Because of the size, shape and spac 
ing of the perforations and webs of this embodiment, the 
blank 95 can be stamped in one step. 
The three-dimensional forming steps of securing the 

periphery 97 of the pre-perforated blank while forcing and 
expanding the remainder of the blank normal to the plane 
of the blank is readily accomplished with the addition of 
one factor, that of allowing for the twisting of the hub 
99 and adjacent web sections as the male part of the die 
expands the blank 95. Because of the inward, clockwise 
spiraling of the webs and perforations, as illustrated in 
'FIG. 6, there is a signi?cant and desirable tendency for 
the radial components of the web portions to dominate 
over the circumferential components adjacent the hub 99 
and for there to be a resultant radial straightening of the 
web portions as the plane of the hub 99 is forced farther 
from the plane of the peripheral band 97 (upward from 
the plane of the drawing). This straightening action urges 
the hub to pivot counter-clockwise. To reduce frictional 
reaction of the blank and the female portion of the die, 
that die portion can be ‘made in two coaxial parts-an im 
mobile outer surface, to which the band 97 is secured, 
and a pivotal inner part which turns with the hub 99 as 
it twists counter-clockwise. 

It is again emphasized that the placement and shapes 
of the web portions are such that there is neither. drawing 
or stretching of the blank during forming into the three 
dimensional shape shown in FIG. 7. Likewise, the fabri 
cation of the blank does not change, expand or shrink the 
diameter or periphery of the band 97, it is the same in 
FIGS. 6 and 7. 
The ?nal embodiment of the invention is illustrated in 

FIGS. 8-11. By “?nal” it is not intended to imply that 
there are not other possible species. Quite to the contrary, 
all that is meant is that the teachings of the four herein 
provided embodiments should enable those skilled in the 
art to form products of variously desired shapes and uses 
without need for skill beyond that of the artisan, in view 
of the herein presented disclosure. 
FIGS. 8-11, as earlier noted, relate to an oval con 

?guration basket, FIGS. 8-10 showing progressive steps 
in the stamping of a blank 135. Inasmuch as the oval 
periphery 137 tends to create an illusion with respect to 
the disposition of the webs and perforations, speci?c note 
should be made to the fact that each of the eleven rings 
of slotted perforations is concentric about the hub 139, 
notwithstanding the fact that some of the outermost rings 
have slots only near the remote ends of the oval, such as 
the slots 141 and 143 in FIGS. 8 and 11. Also, some of 
the slots, such as 145 and 147 in FIGS. 9 and 11, have 
been shortened so as not to run into the oval ?ange 137. 
Similarly, the two generally rectangular, large apertures 
149 and 151 shown in FIGS. 10 and 11 are employed for 
speci?c use in assembly of a loudspeaker and are not re 
sponsive to the needs of the basic invention. However, be 
cause of the placement of the apertures 149 and 151, slots, 
such as 153, 155, and 157 in FIGS. 10 and 11 had to be 
foreshortened. Accordingly, as shown in FIG. 11, they 
cannot coptribpte as much to the expansion of the blank 
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8 
as do longer slots in the same concentric ring, such as the 
slot 159 which is in the same ring as the slot 153. 
A comparison of the slots provided in each successive 

stamping illustrated in FIGS. 8-10, points up the fact that 
the slots created in each step of the perforating are radial 
ly and circurmferentially displaced from one another to as 
great an extent as possible so that relatively stronger punch 
die members can be employed for each perforating step. 
In lieu of the slotted perforations illustrated in FIGS. 8 
11, slits can be used, as in the embodiment of FIG. 4. 
The same two-step forming procedure is utilized as 

earlier described with reference to the preferred embodi 
ment in FIG. 1. Of course, herein the coacting portions 
of the die are of oval or ellipsoidal con?guration in all 
three planes of concern. Once again, the blank has been 
subjected to cold forming of its T-shaped webs, and por 
tions thereof without drawing and stretching of either their 
radial or circumferential components. 

Since in the blank the radial and circumferential seg 
ments of all of the web portions have respectively the same 
uniform width, they retain this uniformity during the 
three-dimensional forming as well as in the ?nal product. 
Accordingly, wider appearing framework segments, as at 
161 and 163 in the product of FIG. 11, should not be 
considered web portions which have been stretched. The 
segments 161 and 163 are in fact parts of the peripheral 
?ange 137 at positions that the oval peripheral con?gura 
tion prevents the completion of one of the concentric tiers 
of web portions, as seen also in FIG. 10. A similar rela 
tionship is seen in FIGS. 6 and 7 at the junction of the 
webs 103 to 113 and the ?ange 97. 
As repeatedly emphasized, the primary achievement of 

this invention is the formation of three-dimensional prod 
ucts having a peripheral size the same as that of their 
planar blanks to effect a considerable savings of cost of 
materials. Relating the savings to the embodiment of 
FIGS. 8-11, if the ?nal product were a typical 8" x 12" 
speaker basket, a blank 8.625" x 12.250", having a 105.65 
sq. in. surface, would be employed. (The slightly larger 
than 8" x 12" dimensions are to enable the forming of 
non-expanded rims around the ?ange and hub, not sub 
ject to illustration.) However, if conventional drawing 
were employed, the blank’s dimensions would have to be 
12" x 14.19" and contain 170.24 sq. in. of planar sur 
face—almost 70% larger than the blank needed for the 
process of this invention. This equates to a savings of 
close to 40% of the metal used in the prior art pro 
cedures. 
Not only is there a savings of about 40% of the cost 

of the metal blanks, but additionally, there is an equal 
reduction in total weight of the sheet metal blanks as well 
as the ?nished product. Inasmuch as product cost depend 
considerably upon shipping costs to and from the manu 
facturer as well as within the plant handling, all of which 
are directly related to weight, the signi?cant weight re 
duction may prove to be equally as important as the 
savings of material for each unit of production. 

It is believed that the above presented embodiments 
and disclosed methods for their fabrication have been 
presented in su?’icient detail for those skilled in the art 
to be able to practice the teachings of this invention not 
only to the extent of being able to duplicate the illus 
trated structural embodiments and also fabricate other 
related species, but to appreciate the underlying and 
generically inventive sheet metal forming method and 
products derivable therefrom. 
What is desired to be secured by Letters Patent of the 

United States is: 
1. A method for fabricating a signi?cantly three-di~ 

mensional product from a planar sheet metal blank, the 
peripheral dimensions of the blank and the product being 
substantially equal, and the fabricating being accon1~ 
plished in the absence of straining, stretching or drawing 
of the metal, comprising the steps of : 

(a) selectively perforating and removing material from 
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the blank de?ning thereby a plurality of web por 
tions, each web portion having a generally radial 
and a generally circumferential component, said per~ 
forating being completed while the blank is in its 
planar form, 

(b) immobilizing the periphery of the blank, and 
(c) applying a stressing force to the surface of the 

blank in the direction normal to the plane of the 
blank and thereby expanding the portion of the blank 
within its periphery out from said plane, such ex 
panding being accomplished by enlarging said per 
forations radially, as related to their original dis 
position in the blank. 

2. A method as de?ned in claim 1 in which the step 
of selectively perforating comprises: 

introducing into the blank a plurality of rings of per 
forations, each concentric about a central hub of 
said blank, each said ring having numerous adjacent 
perforations spaced equally from one another and 
de?ning thereby said radial web components. 

3. A method as de?ned in claim 2 in which said per 
forating is accompanied by arranging each of the rings 
such that each perforation in each ring is circumferen 

' tially offset from the nearest perforations in the next ad 
jacent ring, thereby separating the radial web compo 
nents. 

4. A method as de?ned in claim 3 in which 
said perforating is accompanied by arranging each of 

the rings such that perforations in alternating rings 
are circumferentially aligned. 

5. A method as de?ned in claim 4 in which 
said stressing is accompanied by moving the web por 

tions at a relatively slow and uniform rate into said 
normal direction and thereby modifying the circum 
ferential web components such that they also contain 
a radial disposition. 

6. A method as de?ned in claim 5 in which said 
immobilizing is accomplished by securing the periphery 
of the blank to a portion of a die and the moving of the 
web portions is accomplished by forming the blank be 
tween mating parts of the die. 

7. A method as de?ned in claim 1 in which the step 
of selectively perforating comprises 

removing a plurality of slotted metal segments lying 
concentric about the center of the blank. 

8. A method as de?ned in claim 7 in which 
said perforating is accomplished by removing the metal 

segments in successive stages in each of which re 
motely located slotted segments are removed. 

9. A method as de?ned in claim 7 in which said im 
mobilizing is accomplished by securing the periphery of 
the blank across the major base of a frusto-conical die 
such that the periphery of the blank lies circumferentially 
external of the die cavity. 
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10. A method as de?ned in claim 9 in which said 

stressing is accompanied by moving the web portions into 
the die cavity and modifying their circumferential com 
ponents to include radial directiveness. 

11. A method as de?ned in claim 1 in which the step 
of selectively perforating comprises 

slitting the blank into a plurality of concentric dis~ 
continuous rings and removing small generally cir~ 
cular bits of the blank lying at the ends of each 
slit, each ring being circumferentially offset from 
the next by a distance approximately equal to one 
half the length of an individual slit. 

12. A method as de?ned in claim 11 in which said 
slitting is accomplished in a single action. ' 

13. A method as de?ned in claim 1 in which the step 
of perforating comprises 

stamping a plurality of crescent con?gured segments, 
each spirally disposed between the periphery of the 
blank and a hub portion thereof. 

14. A method as de?ned in claim 13 in which 
said perforating is accompanied by the step of remov 

ing ‘generally circular segments of the blank lying at 
the ends of each crescent segment. 

15. A method as de?ned in claim 13 in which 
said immobilizing is accomplished by securing the 

periphery of the blank to a planar peripheral sur 
face of a die having a cup-shaped interior and there 
in a plane generally parallel to and remote from 
said planar surface for receiving the hub portion of 
the blank. 

16. A method as de?ned in claim 15 comprising the 
further step of 

inhibiting circumferential rotation of the planar pe 
ripheral surface of the die while at the same time 
enabling such rotation of its interior during stressing 
of the blank, so as to accommodate for twisting of 
the web and hub portions of the blank. 
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